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DC x BRONZE 56K COLLECTION
Re-introducing the Lukoda

Huntington Beach, CA | May 31, 2020.

New York City's Bronze 56K is known for doing things their way, bringing back vibes from the
past to create staples for the future. So, when Bronze asked to check out the DC Shoes
archive, DC unlocked the vault.

⏲

https://dxd.pr.co/


First up, DC x Bronze 56K sees a resurrection of The Lukoda; a classic DC footwear
silhouette first introduced in 1999 and, long-since out of production. The Lukoda is an iconic DC
skate shoe that embodies the chunky, athletic design for which the brand is renowned.

In terms of design, the Lukoda X Bronze 56K shoe features the same supportive outside as
it's precursor, The Lynx OG, with updated line architecture including rubber lace loops, mesh
side vents and a hi-abrasion toe cap for skate performance.

Bronze 56K took to The Lukoda with their lens, creating a limited edition Tan/Olive colourway
and black cup sole, with a revised nubuck toe cap and canvas ripstop upper - both new
additions are lightweight and provide maximum skate durability. The second Lukoda x Bronze
56k colourway comes straight from the archives, a classic Navy/Gray upper with a white cup
sole, one of the most popular Lukoda colours of its original production run.

The DC x Bronze 56K collection rounds out with throwback hand-drawn Lukoda graphic tees in
Olive and White plus, a utility-inspired backpack in Navy.

DC x Bronze 56K drops June 6 at dcshoes.com.

MEDIA NOTES:
Download Web Ready Lifestyle Image Folder Here

Download Web Ready Product Images Here

RRP's:
- LUKODA X BRONZE 56K Shoe USD $100

- DCSHOECO56K Backpack USD $100

- LUKODA 56K Tee USD $30

http://www.dcshoes.com/
https://dxd.media/2ZBeInz
https://dxd.media/2X2Rs0g
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ABOUT DXD AGENCY

FASHION THROUGH THE LENS OF CULTURE SINCE 2008. Multilingual Marketing + PR.

About DC Shoes, Inc.
When DC launched in 1994, it was a profound disruption to the skateboarding industry—a
juxtaposition of skateboarding, music, art, and streetwear with oversized confidence, style, and
performance. DC established itself with groundbreaking product and an unmatched roster of
team-riders who lived and breathed the brand ethos. DC helped shape modern collaboration
culture by pioneering partnerships with the likes of Supreme FTP, Shepard Fairey,
and Buscemi. DC continues to push the envelope by collaborating with bold brands like
Bronze 56k. @dcshoes

About Bronze 56K
bronze56k.com

@bronze56k
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